
What does it mean to fit in? Although being awkward and unpopular can make 

any sixth grader hate life, Emma’s especially independent and eccentric lifestyle 

sometimes makes her feel like an alien. Her quirks make her unique. Why can’t 

Emma see it? Written by Elizabeth Atkinson and published by Carolrhoda Books, 

a division of Lerner Publishing Group, I, Emma Freke follows one girl on an 

unconventional journey of self-discovery, proving that sometimes it’s the ways we 

don’t fit in that make us who we are. 
 

You could say that Emma Freke stands out. The smart, painfully shy, and 

embarrassingly tall 12 year-old stands head and shoulders—literally—above her 

peers. Her almost full-time job helping her single mother, Donatella, run the 

family bead shop, along with Donatella’s inability to act anything like a parent, 

doesn’t make Emma feel any more like a normal kid. And her goofy name (―Am a 

freak‖—her mother apparently never said it out loud) is just the final nail in the 

coffin that is Emma’s self-esteem. 
 

As sixth grade draws to a close, Emma’s sense of isolation is mounting; a Freke 

without a father, with barely a mother, and with her tiny neighbor Phoebe as her 

only friend in the world, Emma dreads the lonely summer ahead. But with 

Phoebe’s suggestion that Emma might be adopted, and the arrival of a mysterious 

invitation in the mail, Emma is suddenly whisked off to Thule, Wisconsin, and to 

the Freke Family Reunion which may just help her discover her roots. But can 

shy, East Coast Emma make the trip all by herself? And, once she arrives, can she 

fit into a family that seems to prize conformity above all else? As Emma struggles 

to reconcile her newfound feelings of belonging, she learns an important lesson 

about the true meaning of family—and about herself. 
 

Through a smart and empathetic narrator, Elizabeth Atkinson paints a quirky 

portrait of a girl coming to terms with her own uniqueness. I, Emma Freke 

teaches a lesson of courage, friendship, and individuality—and why standing up 

and standing out is far better than fitting in. 
 

Visit www.lernerbooks.com for a free  

I, Emma Freke discussion guide. 
 

About the Author 
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